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James G

on
03/31/2022




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Excellent handgun for the money. Liked it so much I bought two! Cheers and stay safe! 











Rick K

on
03/31/2022




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great performing, mean looking 9mm. Have run 500+ rounds through it without a glitch. Workmanship of this Turkish made gun is solid and the finish is very clean. Have been trying to get more mags but there not available that I have found. Fun to shoot and very accurate. Buds was a pleasure to work with and I had the gun in 5 days! Everyone that sees this gun is impressed and wants one. Solid purchase! 











Eric B

on
03/30/2022




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Love,Love, Love this gun. Qualty craftsmenship, fired 500 rounds not once did it jam or misfire. Highly recommend 











Steven N

on
03/30/2022




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This was a great surprise in both quality and fit and finish. Very easy to operate and maintain. I can't attest to accuracy since I'm not a Crack shot with anything. Wish I still had it but traded for an AR. 











Charles W

on
03/29/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is an excellent piece of engineering. The gun handles very well. It is well balanced and very accurate. I've put a couple hundred rounds through it and have had no problems using range ammo. It field strips with no tools for cleaning. Great value! 











Frank C

on
04/21/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










THIS IS A NAIL DRIVER HAD REAR SIGHT CHANGE OUT TO ADJ SIGHTS 15 TO 25 YARDS ON THE MONEY!!!! THANKS YOU BUDS FOR THE GREAT SERVICE 











Larry B

on
02/15/2015




Rating:   2 of 5 Stars!










Of the dozens of guns I've bought from Buds, this is the only one I'm not happy with. First, it shoots about 3" low. The sight design makes it impossible to change them. Secondly the machining marks inside on the slide are terrible. Poor craftsmanship on this example at least. It's my last Tisas or Turkish gun period. 











Robin G

on
01/20/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Put 100 rounds through this gun without a single problem. it's easy to take apart and clean. Sight is spot on. Solid gun everything as it should be. You can't beat this value 











Logan T

on
12/08/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is an excellent gun. My first time shooting it was to qualify for the OPOTA, and hit every shot with incredible accuracy. I highly recommend this gun to anyone. 











Romie P

on
12/02/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is not a good Gun.. It's an EXCELLENT gun for the price. At first I doubt about the reliability of this gun since it's cheap but I tried it anyway because I like the looks of it. It has been over a year now but this gun works flawlessly that I chose to use it for IDPA competition. Very accurate and haven't jammed even though I seldom clean it. I'm buying another one this time the two tone when it's back in stock at Buds. 











Steven G

on
08/28/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This gun shoots great, I haven't had any problems with it. The gun is pretty large for a 9mm, it's bigger than my full size Taurus 1911, but fits great in my hand. It's super easy to take apart and put back together. Everything feels solid and very feel made. I would recommend this gun to anyone. 











Carlos G

on
08/09/2014




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










So far is good. Mix between a 1911 and some modern poly pistol. Had some failures to eject with hollow points I don't know may be the ammo is no good but feels great in my big hands. Fast followup shots have to try some different ammo and see if everything goes ok with ejecting rounds. gave a4 because 3 failures to eject of 100 rounds. Don't take my word for it may be the ammo. 











Vincent D

on
06/28/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I'm 6'6" with big hands and this pistol fits like a glove, it was RobCop's pistol in his first movie. Out of the box it was dead on at twenty five yards and with a laser sight I get good groups at fifty yards. I can brake down the gun blind folded, easy, easy, easy to break down and clean. Very well made, no raddle at all, everything fits together perfectly. When ever I'm at the range everyone wants to hold it or check it out.I own a few hand guns and this is my favorite. Buds is the best company on the web if your buying a gun, no one can touch there prices and there customer care is beyond helpful. Most all my guns i've bought were from BudsGunShop and the one's that weren't I wish were. If you've got a big hand and want a fun gun to shoot this is it. Oh I almost forgot to mention, the reset on the trigger is sweat, I fire fifteen rounds in four to five seconds. 











Jarrod C

on
06/10/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is by far the best shooting 1911 in my collection! I absolutely love this gun, it is super accurate and will eat ANY ammo like nothing! Reloads, subsonic, and all! It looks mean and the compensated barrel makes coming back on target a breeze! I would recommend this to anyone looking for a 1911! 5 stars! 











Pete F

on
05/22/2014




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










I got my Zigana sport a few weeks ago. This gun for the money is as good as any gun costing twice the price. The grip is comfortable, recoil is smooth and easy, and the design of the gun is pretty cool just to look at. I also purchased a couple of 18 round mags (for obvious reasons). Now the down side of the gun is the inaccuracy of the fixed sights. The gun shot about 2 inches low center at 28' using standard 9mm 115gr target rounds. Buds was happy to take back the gun and check out the sights. Needless to say, they didn't fix it, so I brought it to my local gunsmith who had to shave down the front sight. It is now shooting dead on, and now I can honestly say this gun will shoot better and more accurat than my FNX or Beretta 92. The gunsmith charged $120, so now I have a Tisas that I'm into for $470, and that's still a damn good price for this gun. I'd recommend this gun to someone who has all the standard 9's out there and wants something a little different. 











John E

on
04/22/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Received my Zigana Sport about two weeks ago. I made an offer at $350 and it was mine. Thank you Buds! I have done much research on the Turkish made guns and did have my doubts but thought, what do I have to lose at this price. My first impression was quality, especially for such modestly priced gun. The gun fit and finish was great. Unlike other weapons I have purchased in the past the gun was like it had already been cleaned and prepped for the range. Next test was to fire it at the range. Range results were just as impressive. It ate everything I fed it flawlessly. Accuracy was excellent. The feel of the gun in your hand was great. It is large for a 9MM but I love the look and feel. 











Robert A

on
04/14/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Just got my Sport so haven't had a chance to shoot it yet but just had to say that it looks and feels like a much more expensive gun. The fit is great and the finish is top notch. This thing is really built well. 











Andrew C

on
04/11/2014




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










this gun is very large bigger than a 1911. but shooots liike a dream very nice gun 











Michael F

on
04/10/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Dollar for dollar I believe this gun is a winner. Shot 100 rds. today and it didn't skip a beat. Very low recoil , nice easy sites , feels great in your hand and easy access to all levers. Two different ammos same results with both. Very pleased with the purchase, as always Buds gave me another fair and flawless deal. Thanks 











Daniel W

on
03/29/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Got my Tisas Zigana sport yesterday. Very fast service, great price, shoots like a dream. The ported barrel keeps muzzle jump down, and the weight of the pistol plus heavy recoil spring make +p rounds a breeze. I've purchased many firearms from Buds, and I've never been disappointed. Thanks Buds. Im speading the word about your shop to all my friends. 











Frank/jack L

on
03/24/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Received my Tisas in 2 days from buds, checked out perfect from the FFL and finally got to the range today to put it to the test. Ran approx 100 rds of various ammo including some reloads through it in flawless style. Gun was very accurate out of the box, and a real joy to shoot ! Looking forward to my next range day since it seems to take less break-in time than most to work so smoothly and does have less recoil. Highly recommend the Tisas Zigana Sport for any serious minded shooter, and with the very accurate' sales Video, the entire Buds staff that processed my first order, it will be a pleasure to return to Buds again. 











Arthur H

on
03/21/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Bud,s was great ordered Friday night showed up at my FFL Wednesday.Shoots great very accurate great gun great price looking for a good 9mm this is the one 











Sammy Y

on
03/18/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Ordered from Bud's and I had it within a week. the negotiable price was more than Fair, and the quality of the Pistol is nothing short of amazing ....Take the chance on it, you wont be dissapointed. 











Caleb A

on
03/12/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I bought this gun for armed security duty weapon and couldn't be happier. It is a bit heavier than i expected but helps with recoil. The gun is deadly accurate right out of the box. The gun had virtually no recoil puts polymer Glock 17 to shame in this aspect. The compensated barrel helps release the combustion and makes a quick recover shot. Most accurate handgun I have ever shot if you want a reliable range or duty weapon this gun is perfect for you. And comes with a year warranty trough buds so you have peace of mind and a extra magazine. The Turks make fine weapons these reviews don't write them self's buy one before they are gone. 











Bill S

on
03/11/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Shooting this little piece was a pleasure compared to other 9 mm pistols. I say this because the compensated barrel and slide ports help release the combustion so you get less wrist pop. Great for sport shooting, home protection and much more. The price of the Gun + Ammo = "YOUR" wallet feels better... Go to the gun range... shoot and compare if your in the market for a dependable and well made Turkish weapon. Thanks you Buds, Best online service in the market today hands down!!! 
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You can use our Live Chat if you have any questions about the item you just added to your shopping cart.
Use Live Chat








×
Have a Question?




As a whole our 4+ million customer's know more about firearms than we do. If you have a general question about a product we highly recommend
that you first try out our customer Q&A feature. More often than not you will receive multiple answers to your question in minutes.

Continue to Chat
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